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Dear Parents 
Digitalization 
I had spent an hour in the bank with my dad, as he had to transfer some money. I could not resist 
the temptation and asked… 
‘Dad, why don’t we activate your internet banking?’ 
‘Why would I want to do that?’ he asked… 
‘Well so that you don’t need to spend hours here for something like a money transfer and then you 
can also do your shopping online!’ 
He asked, “If I do that, I won’t have to step out of the house?” 
“Yes, yes”! I said. 
 

His answer left me tongue-tied. 
“You know I am alone… it is the company that I need. I like getting ready to come to the bank. I 
have more than enough time and it is the physical touch with others that I crave.  
 

Two years back I got sick and the store owner from whom I buy my fruit and vegetables came to 
see me and sat by my bedside. When your Mom fell, while on her morning walk, our local grocer 
immediately brought her home because he knew where we lived. 
 

Would I have that human touch if everything happened online?  
Why would I want everything delivered to me and be forced to interact with only my computer instead 
of other human beings? 
 

I like to know the person that I am dealing with and not just the “seller”. It creates bonds of 
RELATIONSHIPS”. 
 

Writer: Unknown 
Moral of story 
Technology is not life… 
Spend time with people… 
Not with devices. 

J. Chapman 
Important dates 
Term 4   06 October – 2 December – Teachers return 05 October – 4 December 
 

PLEASE NOTE THAT OUR GRADE 12 LEARNERS WRITE UNTIL THE 15TH OF DECEMBER! 
 

September Test Series 
These are all formal tests and we cannot re-schedule a test to suit individuals. The only acceptable 
excuse for not attending will be a valid Doctors note. Please do not make any appointments during 
this period.  
 

If you have completed an exemption form for your child and he/she does not attend the test series 
to write the assessments, they will not be resulted with their own or the class average marks. Their 
marks will be calculated by a formula inserted on the marksheets as determined by the WCED.  
 

School Hours 
With immediate effect, all latecomers will receive a break detention for second break on the day that 
they are late. The school times are: 07:50 to 14:30 and 14:00 on Fridays. 
 

Shuttle Service 
Applications for our shuttle service is now available. Forms are available from the office. 
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Please note that we need to wear our masks at all times while on the school shuttle. We also need 
to sanitize our hands before we get onto the bus.  
Under lockdown level 2 we are still only allowed 70% capacity on our shuttle and this might cause 
a delay in your child’s arrival times at the drop off/collection points.  
 

School Uniforms/Dress code 
With warmer weather approaching, please ensure that your child is appropriately dressed for school.  
 

If it is found that the learners are dressing inappropriately, we will have no choice but to 
revert back to school uniforms immediately. 
 

We will continue to wear civvies until further notice as this is a precaution against the Covid 19 virus. 
Learners do however need to meet all other dress code regulations. From Monday the 14th we will 
be doing inspections and monitoring the following: 

- Boys need to be clean shaven – no beard or moustache or sideburns or any form of stubble 
is allowed. Yes, even if you wear a mask every day! 

- Hair may not be worn hanging loose, it must be out of the eyes and neat and tidy at all times. 
- No jewelry to be worn – no rings, bangles, chains, earrings, or any other form of accessories 

allowed – for boys or girls. 
- No makeup allowed – including nail polish, eyeliner, lip gloss. 
- Civvies must be clean, neat and respectful at all times. 
- Masks must be worn at all times. 

 

Personal Hygiene 
Please make sure that your child wears clean clothes daily as the wearing of civvies is there to help 
protect us against the Covid virus. It defeats the object if they are going to wear the same clothes 
every day and it also leads to the development of an unpleasant body odour. 
 

Teenagers need to be reminded regularly about the importance of daily hygiene routines such as 
bathing/showering, wearing clean underwear, using deodorant after they have bathed. Deodorant 
is not there to disguise our smelly armpits but rather to protect us from developing them, so please 
take the time to sit down with your son or daughter and have the talk about taking pride in how they 
look and smell. 
 

Body odour is unpleasant, not just for the people around us but definitely for us too, and it does not 
need to be an issue if we just get into a healthy daily routine of ensuring that we and our clothes are 
fresh and clean.  
 

Parents please be aware of how your child smells and address it before others do it in a nasty 
manner, as this often leads to other children treating them badly, laughing at them and it even leads 
to bullying in some cases, so please make sure you give them a roll-on and a deodorant if and when 
they need it.  
 

Message from our principal Mr. D Swart 
As we excitedly wait for the announcement by the President of the new lockdown level and 
regulations that go with it, please let us not drop our guard altogether. With the holidays that are 
approaching we must still be careful of where we find ourselves and how we protect ourselves. 
Crowded places are still out, while social distancing and sanitizing is going to be with us for some 
time to come and we ask that our parents keep up with these routines in order to make sure that we 
do not expose ourselves unnecessarily.   
 

We have seen very few people with colds and flu this winter and that is directly linked to our new 
hygiene routine of washing and sanitizing regularly, so please let us keep the good habits that have 
come from the bad experience we have had with the pandemic. 
 
Have a good weekend 
High School Staff 
 


